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Abstract Recent studies of turbulence driven solar winds indicate that fast
winds are obtained only at the price of unrealistic bottom boundary condi-
tions: too large wave amplitudes and small frequencies. In these works, the
incompressible turbulent dissipation is modelled with a large-scale von Karman-
Howart-Kolmogorov-like phenomenological expression (Q0K41). An evaluation of
the phenomenology is thus necessary to understand if unrealistic boundary con-
ditions result from physical or model limitations. To assess the validity of the
Kolmogorov-like expression, Q0K41, one needs to compare it to exact heating,
which requires describing the cascade in detail. This has been done in the case
of homogeneous MHD turbulence, including expansion, but not in the critical
accelerating region. To assess the standard incompressible turbulent heating
in the accelerating region, we use a reduced MHD model (multishell model)
in which the perpendicular turbulent cascade is described by a shell model,
allowing to reach a Reynolds number of 106. We first consider the homogeneous
and expanding cases, and find that primitive MHD and multishell equations
give remarkably similar results. We thus feel free to use the multishell model in
the accelerating region. The results indicate that the large-scale phenomenology
is inaccurate and it overestimates the heating by a factor at least 20, thus
invalidating earlier studies of winds driven by incompressible turbulence. We
conclude that realistic 1D wind models cannot be based solely on incompressible
turbulence, but probably need an addition of compressible turbulence and shocks
to increase the wave reflection and thus the heating.
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1. Introduction
Solar wind models with assigned heating profiles, Q(R), (Wang, 1994) vs he-
liocentric distance, R, allowed us to understand how the amount and profile
of heating, together with the magnetic tube section A(R), control the wind
properties (Wang et al., 2012)). As a further step one needs to find suitable
processes that are able to produce adequate heating profiles: this remains today
an important issue of solar wind physics.
We focus on one-dimensional, fluid, solar-wind models that are driven either
by incompressible-turbulent or by compressible dissipation. By solar-wind mod-
els we refer to models that rely on self-consistent heating mechanisms to obtain
the bulk velocity, density, and temperature of the wind. The incompressible
turbulent model is partly phenomenological (e.g. Cranmer, van Ballegooijen,
and Edgar, 2007; Verdini et al., 2010; Chandran et al., 2011; Lionello et al.,
2014; Woolsey and Cranmer, 2015). It describes exactly the wave propagation
along the average magnetic field line (coinciding with the radial direction).
Heating is due to a perpendicular turbulent cascade that is not described: only
its final result, the turbulent dissipation, is represented by a phenomenological
expression, Q0K41, to be defined below in Equation 1 (Dmitruk, Milano, and
Matthaeus, 2001), which is a generalization to MHD of the von Karman-Howart
expression (Hossain et al., 1995). Conversely, the compressible model (Suzuki
and Inutsuka, 2005) completely neglects the perpendicular cascade but describes
exactly the radial propagation of all MHD waves (with radial wave vectors) as
well as their nonlinear couplings. Heating comes from shock dissipation and no
phenomenology is employed since 1D compressible MHD equations are solved
directly.
Comparing the two models is instructive. The incompressible model is phys-
ically satisfying, since a signature of the incompressible cascade is observed in
the far solar wind (R ≥ 0.3 AU), i.e. a Kolmogorov-like scaling of the tur-
bulent energy spectrum (see review by Bruno and Carbone, 2013). However,
the most recent calculations (e.g. Lionello et al., 2014) obtain a fast wind at
the price of injecting excessively large turbulent amplitudes at the solar surface
(∼ 10 km s−1) with zero frequency, that is unrealistic and maximizes the heating
(e.g. Verdini and Velli, 2007). Conversely, the compressible model achieves fast
or slow winds with moderate amplitudes at the surface (. 1 km s−1), and an
acceptable frequency spectrum (Suzuki and Inutsuka, 2005; Suzuki and Inutsuka,
2006).
One might thus conclude that the compressible model is by far the best one.
However, most available published works, including 3D modeling of the solar
wind (e.g. Usmanov, Goldstein, and Matthaeus, 2014; van der Holst et al., 2014),
deal with the incompressible model, probably for two reasons: (i) the compress-
ible model requires more than an order of magnitude greater number of mesh
points than the incompressible model, making it computationally demanding
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to extend to higher dimensions (but see Matsumoto and Suzuki, 2012, for a 2D
version); (ii) as already mentioned the only turbulent signature directly observed
in the Heliosphere is that of an incompressible cascade.
The recent paper by Shoda, Yokoyama, and Suzuki (2018) merges the two
models by adding the same phenomenological incompressible turbulent damping,
Q0K41, to the 1D compressible MHD model by Suzuki and Inutsuka (2005). One
thus has the two heating sources. With reasonable parameters (as surface eddy
size of 10 Mm), the source of coronal heating is found to be mainly incompressible
and to be large enough to generate a realistic wind, unlike purely incompressible
models. We will come back to this result in the discussion.
It is thus fundamental to determine the robustness of the incompressible
model, that is, to asses the validity of the phenomenological turbulent heating.
Its expression has been tested numerically in the framework of homogeneous
MHD turbulence (e.g. Hossain et al., 1995), and recently in the case of the
expanding wind in the heliosphere (Montagud-Camps, Grappin, and Verdini,
2018), but not in the accelerating region. For such a test, one should follow the
incompressible cascade in a highly stratified atmosphere using direct simula-
tions, which is almost impossible with available computational power (the most
promising way is an extension to 3D of the Accelerating Box Model of Tenerani
and Velli 2017). Indeed, several authors carried out Reduced MHD simulations
of turbulence in a stratified corona (Dmitruk et al., 2002), also including an
accelerating wind (Perez and Chandran, 2013; van Ballegooijen and Asgari-
Targhi, 2016, 2017), by employing at best 128 perpendicular modes. At such
resolutions, the heating rate varies with the Reynolds number and no reasonable
assessment of the phenomenological expression can be made. This is possibly
at the source of differing reported results: Dmitruk et al. (2002) found that the
phenomenology is about a factor 2 larger than the actual heating, while van
Ballegooijen and Asgari-Targhi (2016, 2017) found a factor about 20.
We thus propose in the present work to evaluate the heating expression by us-
ing an intermediary model, the multishell (or Reduced MHD shell model), which
allows to describe the perpendicular turbulent cascade at Reynolds numbers of
order 106, at the price of a strong decimation of the triadic coupling terms.
We shall compare the phenomenological von Karman-Howart expression, Q0K41,
to the exact heating rate obtained by the multishell model in the three cases:
turbulence in an homogeneous domain, in an expanding wind with constant
speed, and in the acceleration region.
The plan is as follows. In section 2, we give our definitions and method, the
exact and approximate expressions allowing to measure the turbulent heating,
and we briefly describe the numerical turbulence model (multishell) which we
will use for our simulations. In section 3, we give the simulation results for the
case of homogeneous turbulent flows with vanishing cross helicity, and of expand-
ing flows with vanishing or maximal cross-helicity (zero or maximal imbalance
between the two Alfve´n species). In each case, we consider three values of the
turbulence strength parameter, ranging from strong to weak turbulent regimes,
as measured by the ratio between linear Alfve´n time to nonlinear time. The
cases with vanishing cross helicity (homogeneous and expanding) are compared
to earlier results already obtained with direct MHD numerical simulations. In
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section 4, we give the simulation results for the case of turbulent evolution in a
coronal hole, varying successively one of the three parameters that characterize
the waves injected at the surface: amplitude, correlation length, and correlation
time.
2. Basic physics and method
2.1. Measuring turbulent heating in incompressible turbulence:
approximate and exact measurements
There are several ways to estimate the turbulent heating, depending on whether
the model contains a description of the turbulent cascade or not. In the former
case, exact or good estimates can be obtained; in the latter case, the only
available measurements deal with the largest eddies, which may give a result
far from reality. We give below the different definitions.
2.1.1. Large scale estimate
Solar wind incompressible models are devoid of any description of the turbulent
cascade1. The turbulent energy decay, and so the turbulent heating, may be
obtained only by employing large-scale quantities combined in a generalized von
Karman-Howart phenomenological expression (Hossain et al., 1995), with an
assigned profile with distance of the eddy containing scale (Dmitruk, Milano,
and Matthaeus, 2001),
Q0K41 =
1
2
|δz−|δz2+ + |δz+|δz2−
2L⊥
, (1)
where z± = u± b are the so-called Elsasser variables, with u being the velocity
fluctuation, b = δB/
√
4piρ, the magnetic field fluctuations in Alfve´n units, and
with δz±, δu, δb indicating the rms values of fluctuations, which is generally
dominated by the large scales. L⊥ = L⊥(R) is the perpendicular correlation
scale of the fluctuations; it increases with height, L⊥ = L⊥0 ×
√
A(R), with A
the flux tube section. The base correlation length L⊥0 is chosen to be between
the size of the supergranulation (≈ 34 Mm) and that of bright dots (1 Mm).
This expression was originally introduced by Dmitruk, Milano, and Matthaeus
(2001) and Dmitruk et al. (2002) to study turbulence in static stratified coro-
nae, allowing for a constant parameter, cd ≈ 1, on the rhs of Equation 1. For
simplicity, we will not use any constant since most authors set cd = 1 in their
solar wind models (Cranmer, van Ballegooijen, and Edgar, 2007; Verdini et al.,
2010; Chandran et al., 2011; Lionello et al., 2014).
1We recall that solar-wind models are those that incorporate incompressible turbulence in a
self consistent way, thus excluding studies of incompressible turbulence in a prescribed solar
wind profile, as done here.
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2.1.2. Inertial range estimate
Another heating estimate consists in evaluating the cascade rate via the ampli-
tude of fluctuations within the inertial range, that is, within the range I in which
the 1D energy spectrum follows a k−5/3 scaling law, k being the wavenumber.
In the hydrodynamic case, the expression reads: Qkol = ku
3, in which k ∈ I
and u is the square root of twice the kinetic energy per unit mass included
in the waveband [k/
√
2, k
√
2]. We are interested here in the generalisation to
incompressible MHD which reads (Matthaeus et al., 2004):
QK41 =
1
2
k(z−z2+ + z+z
2
−). (2)
where again z± are evaluated in the waveband [k/
√
2, k
√
2] (note that with δz±
we indicated the rms value of the fluctuations’ amplitude, that is, integrated
over the spectrum). To be correct, the scale 1/k must belong to an inertial range
having a power law scaling k−5/3: this is a necessary condition if we want the
turbulent cascade rate, QK41, to be scale-independent.
2.1.3. Exact heating
The exact expression for heating in turbulent (or not turbulent) incompressible
MHD reads:
Qν = νω
2 + η2, (3)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity, η the resistivity, ω the vorticity and  the
current density. Another, equivalent expression will be given in the next section,
valid for the reduced MHD (multishell) model that we shall use in this paper.
It is important to remark that measuring the visco-resistive dissipation as
done here can be considered as an opening to more general situations. Indeed,
let us assume a well-developed turbulence in a quasi-stationary state, and a direct
energy cascade from large to small scales. Since the cascade rate is equal to the
dissipation rate, measuring the visco-resistive dissipation, Qν , is equivalent to
measuring the cascade energy flux, e.g. via third-order moments (Politano and
Pouquet, 1998; Verdini et al., 2015). Since the cascade rate is independent of the
details of the dissipative process, the heating rate should hold also for a plasma
in which non-collisional dissipative processes are at work.
2.1.4. Relations between Q0K41, QK41 and Qν
The estimate QK41 usually yields larger values than the actual dissipation be-
cause it replaces third-order correlations in the computation of the cascade flux
with second order correlations, assuming a k−5/3 scaling. The ratio QK41/Qν
is a measure of the inefficiency of the cascade: the larger the ratio, the smaller
the heating, for a given amplitude of turbulence. A comparison between the phe-
nomenological expression, QK41, and a close-to-exact estimate of the dissipation,
Qν , yields QK41/Qν ∼ 10 in the slow solar wind at 1 AU (Vasquez et al., 2007).
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About the same value was found in 3D compressible MHD simulations of tur-
bulence (Beresnyak, 2012), and also in simulations that included the expansion
of the wind (expanding box model) between 0.2 and 1 AU (Montagud-Camps,
Grappin, and Verdini, 2018).
A relation between the large-scale Q0K41 and inertial-range QK41 estimates
can be found by assuming that the spectra follow a Kolmogorov scaling all the
way up to an unknown correlation scale, L⊥ = 2pi/k0, that is much larger than
the scale at which QK41 is evaluated. This allows the rms amplitude to be written
as a function of the amplitude in the k0 band, e.g. δz
rms
+ '
√
3/2z0+, and thus
to obtain:
Q0K41 ' QK41 × (3/2)3/2/4pi ' QK41/2pi (4)
so that finally
Q0K41
Qν
' 1
2pi
QK41
Qν
(5)
Our aim is to establish whether the large-scale estimate, Q0K41, is a robust
estimate or not of the true heating, Qν . We know already that QK41 works quite
well at least in the homogeneous and uniformly expanding turbulence, so we shall
use Equation 5 to define a proper normalization of Q0K41 before comparing it
to Qν . However, we shall see that such a relation is not really general, as the
inertial range doesn’t always reach the largest scales.
2.2. Reduced MHD shell model
To follow the development of turbulence in the acceleration region, we use the
multishell model (Verdini, Velli, and Buchlin, 2009), which describes separately
the parallel linear dynamics and the perpendicular nonlinear dynamics. First,
in the radial direction (parallel to the mean magnetic field), it integrates the
primitive MHD equations within a given stratification: density, Alfve´n speed, VA,
wind speed, U , and magnetic tube section, A(R), increasing with heliocentric
distance, R. Second, the perpendicular nonlinear dynamics at each point of the
stratification is integrated via a 2D GOY shell model (Gledzer, 1973; Yamada
and Ohkitani, 1987) in the form given by Giuliani and Carbone (1998). Similar
models with a uniform density and without a solar wind flow have been used
to study the turbulent heating of coronal loops (Nigro et al., 2004; Buchlin and
Velli, 2007; Verdini, Grappin, and Velli, 2012). The system integrates the Fourier
components z±(R, k; t), with the perpendicular wavenumber k being logarithmi-
cally discretized: k = 2ik0, with k0 = k00/(A(R))
1/2, and i = 0, 1, ..., ns,
with ns being the number of shells. Note that the largest perpendicular scale,
1/k0, grows with distance as the magnetic tube width, A(R)
1/2. Nonlinear terms
represent approximate nonlinear couplings between nearest-neighbour shells of
wavevectors.
In multishell models, dissipation is achieved at small scales by the same terms
as in MHD equations, namely (in Fourier space) by visco-resistive terms of the
kind
∂tz±(R, k, t) = ...− νk2z±(R, k, t), (6)
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with ν standing for (equal) resistivity and kinematic viscosity. More precisely,
the exact dissipation in the multishell system reads at each distance R and time
t:
Qν = −∂tΣk(1/4)(|z+(R, k, t)|2 + |z−(R, k, t)|2)|visc
= −(1/2)Σkνk2(|z+|2 + |z−|2). (7)
This expression obtained in the particular case of the multishell system is equiv-
alent to that one given in Equation 3.
The exact heating for the multishell model, Qν in Equation 7, will be com-
pared to the phenomenological cascade rate evaluated at an inertial range scale,
QK41 as given in Equation 2. The scale is chosen to be the Taylor scale, 1/k
±
λ ,
that is determined independently for each Elsasser field, so as to deal with their
unequal amplitudes:
QλK41 =
1
2
(kλ+z−z
2
+ + k
λ
−z+z
2
−) (8)
with:
kλ± = (
∫
k2E±(k)dk/
∫
E±(k)dk)1/2, (9)
where E±(k) is the 1D energy spectrum of the Elsasser variables, and the am-
plitudes z± are computed as the square root of the energies contained in the
waveband centred on the Taylor wavenumber,
z± = (kλ±E±(k
λ
±))
1/2. (10)
In the following we will use the definitions given in Equations 8-10 to analyze
our numerical results.
2.2.1. Homogeneous, expanding and coronal hole configurations
We shall use the multishell model in three different versions: (i) homogenous, (ii)
expanding, and (iii) coronal hole versions. The numerical domain associated with
the expanding and coronal hole versions of the multishell model are sketched in
Figure 1, respectively in panels a and b. The mean field direction is along the
radial direction, say x.
(i) In the homogeneous version, the density, mean magnetic field, and the
magnetic tube section, A, are constant, with periodic boundaries in the x
direction (Verdini and Grappin, 2012).
(ii) In the expanding version, we apply the expanding box model (Grappin,
Velli, and Mangeney, 1993; Dong, Verdini, and Grappin, 2014) to follow
the mean radial wind from 0.2 to 1 AU. The simulation is Lagrangian, that
is, we use co-moving coordinates to expand as a transported plasma volume,
with again periodic boundary conditions in the mean field direction. During
the transport at constant wind speed U0, the domain covers the distance
R = R0 + U0t, the flux tube section expands as R
2, and the perpendicular
scales increase linearly (so k0 ∼ 1/R(t) in the shell model).
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Figure 1. Sketch of the numerical domains (in real space, black contours) considered in the
multishell: (a) expanding version; (b) coronal hole. In case (a) the mean wind speed is assumed
distance-independant, and the numerical domain (a rectangle) is comoving with the mean wind
speed; in case (b) the domain is fixed, and a whole stratification is assumed, see next Figure 2
for details. Note that in both cases the space perpendicular to the radial is actually represented
in the multishell by a series logarithmically spaced wavenumbers (see text).
(iii) In the coronal hole version, we use an eulerian absolute frame and follow the
evolution from the solar surface up to 10 solar radii. The radial boundaries
are transparent to Alfve´n waves (open boundaries) (Verdini et al., 2012).
The multishell equations have been used already in the homogeneous and
coronal hole cases. In the homogeneous case, they allowed to recover for the
first time the double spectral law associated with respectively weak turbulence
(k−2) at large scales and strong turbulence (k−5/3) at small scales. In the coronal
hole version (Verdini and Grappin, 2012), they allowed to show that the low-
frequency 1/f spectrum was forming naturally in the accelerating region, as a
byproduct of the coupled evolution of outward and inward Alfve´n waves in this
region (Verdini et al., 2012).
2.2.2. Control parameters (homogeneous and expanding cases)
The control parameters will differ depending on the version. In the homogeneous
and expanding cases, the parallel/radial boundary conditions are periodic. Due
to the absence of boundary conditions, initial conditions completely determine
the results. There are three parameters characterizing the initial conditions,
which all involve the nonlinear time, t0NL = L⊥/δu
rms, with δurms being the
rms amplitude of velocity fluctuations. First, the strength of turbulence, χ, is
the ratio of the linear parallel propagation (Alfve´n) time, t0A = L‖/B0, to the
nonlinear time:
χ =
t0A
t0NL
=
L‖
L⊥
δurms
B0
, (11)
in which B0 is the mean magnetic field in Alfve´n unit. The second parameter is
the expansion parameter which is the non linear time normalized by the linear
expansion time:
exp =
t0NL
t0exp
=
L⊥
R0
U0
δurms
, (12)
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where U0 is the (constant) solar wind speed and R0 = 0.2AU = L⊥ is the initial
position of the box for expanding runs (exp 6= 0). Finally the cross helicity
measures the relative amplitudes of the two Aflve´n species z+ and z−:
σc =
δz2+ − δz2−
δz2+ + δz
2−
. (13)
Its value also can be considered to measure the relative nonlinear times of the
two Alfve´n species. The parameter values are shown in Table 1.
2.2.3. Boundary conditions (coronal hole version)
In the coronal hole version the boundary conditions are not periodic and the
evolution of turbulence with distance depends mainly on the bottom boundary
conditions at R = 1.005 R, while no conditions are imposed at the outer (super-
Alfve´nic) boundary of the domain. At the bottom boundary we inject incoming
Alfve´n waves of a given amplitude on three consecutive shells with wavenumbers
k = kinj0 × [1, 2, 4] with kinj0 = 2pi/Linj⊥0 = 23k0, i.e. we allow for three shells
that are larger than injection shells. We thus have three parameters: (i) the
amplitude of the injected wave, δzrms+ ; (ii) the largest available perpendicular
scale, L0⊥ = 1/k0; (iii) the correlation time of the injected wave, T
∗ (the extent
of the injected spectrum). A parameter similar to the turbulence strength can
be constructed as the ratio of the correlation time and the nonlinear time (for
z−) at the bottom boundary, χ−0 = T
∗k0δzrms+ .
2.2.4. Spectra and Heating rates
In the following we will systematically show the perpendicular turbulent energy
spectra and the exact heating, Qν , and compare the latter to the two inertial
range and large-scale expressions for the heating. Spectra and heating are func-
tions of time and of the parallel coordinate in the multishell model. We average
results in both space and time, but with slightly different intervals.
In homogeneous and expanding runs we are basically interested in the time
evolution and we average the heating and the perpendicular spectra along the
mean field direction, x. Note that in expanding runs, the plasma volume is a
small fraction of the distance range considered (from 0.2 to 1 AU) so the time
evolution is directly related to the distance of its center of mass. Spectra are
further averaged over one (initial) nonlinear time to increase the statistics.
In coronal runs, we are interested in the spatial distribution of heating and in
the spectral evolution with distance. We average the heating and the spectra in
time at each position of the grid. For spectra, we further average along a short
range in the radial direction (8 consecutive points) to increase statistics.
An example of nonlinear cascade triggered by the reflection of the incident
wave in case (iii) is given in Figure 2. The wind model (wind speed, Alfve´n speed,
density and normalized magnetic tube surface f = A(R)/(R/R)2) is displayed
in the panels (a) and (b). This (fixed) wind model is common to all four runs an-
alyzed later in Section 4. The right panels (c) and (d) show snapshots of the rms
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Figure 2. Multishell simulation of turbulence in the accelerating region. (a) and (b): station-
ary solar wind model, between 1.005 and 10 solar radii (Rs). (a) profiles of the Alfve´n speed
(solid line) and wind speed (dotted), the arrows indicate the positions of spectra shown in
Figure 5; (b) profiles of density (solid line) and over-expansion f = A(R)/R2 (dotted). (c) and
(d): snapshots of rms amplitudes of fluctuations; (c) z+ (solid line), z− (dotted); (d) magnetic
field (solid line) and velocity fluctuations (dotted).
amplitudes δz±, δb, δu, computed by summing the perpendicular energy spectra
at each distance R. One sees a large dominance of the incoming component z+
on the reflected component z− and a dominance of the magnetic energy on the
kinetic energy in the whole corona in the available domain, up to 10 R.
3. Multishell simulations of homogeneous and expanding
turbulence
The simulations of homogeneous and expanding turbulence are listed in table 1.
The names of runs begin by the letter A, B or C, corresponding to decreasing
values of the turbulence strength parameter: χ = 5/4, 1/2, 1/10. This study
will be helpful to interprete the coronal hole configuration in the next Section, in
which the turbulence strength parameter is varying with distance. The names of
the runs have a suffix: H, E0 and E1, depending on whether it is homogeneous
(H), or expanding with no cross-helicity (E0), or expanding with unit cross-
helicity (E1). Runs with expansion have exp = 0.4.
All runs have the following common properties: periodic boundary conditions
in the parallel direction, Nx = 2
14 points in the parallel direction, ns = 21
number of shells for the perpendicular wavenumbers, equal values of viscosity
and resistivity at initial time, ν0 = η0 = 8 10
−8 (in expanding runs ν = ν0/R),
and initial rms amplitudes δurms = δbrms = 1.
The initial condition is obtained by assigning the amplitude and the (random)
phase of the Fourier coefficients, z±(k‖, k), inside a maximal wavenumber kmax =
32 (we recall that k denotes the perpendicular wavenumber, while k‖ denotes
the parallel one). The amplitudes are chosen to have an initial flat 1D spectrum,
E(k) ∼ k−1. All runs last 10 initial eddy turnover times, corresponding to an
increase of distance from 1 to 5 in the expanding case, that is, from 0.2 to 1 AU.
As a final remark, it should be noticed that in expanding runs the local
measure (not the initial one) of turbulence strength χ is decreasing with distance.
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Table 1. Homogeneous and expanding runs with suffix H
and E0, E1 respectively. Initially δurms = δbrms = 1 in
all runs. The parameter χ is the turbulence strength; L‖ is
the radial (or x) size of the domain; L0⊥ = 2pi is the initial
transverse size of the domain; B0 is the initial magnetic field
in Alfve´n units, exp is the expansion parameter, and σc is
the initial cross helicity.
Run χ L‖/L0⊥ B0 exp σc
AH,E0,E1 5/4 5/2 2 0, 0.4, 0.4 0, 0, 1
BH,E0,E1 1/2 1 2 0, 0.4, 0.4 0, 0, 1
CH,E0,E1 1/10 1 10 0, 0.4, 0.4 0, 0, 1
Run AH
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
101
ρE
T 
x 
k5
/3
Run AE0
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
 
 
 
 
 
Run AE1
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
 
 
 
 
 
Run BH
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
101
ρE
T 
x 
k5
/3
Run BE0
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
 
 
 
 
 
Run BE1
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
 
 
 
 
 
Run CH
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
101
ρE
T 
x 
k5
/3
Run CE0
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
 
 
 
 
 
Run CE1
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105
k [1/R0]
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Total energy spectra ρET (k), compensated by k
−5/3, with k the perpendicular
wavenumber, at different times/distances, respectively for homogenous runs (left column),
expanding runs with σc = 0 (middle column), and σc = 1 (right column) for the simulations
listed in Table 1. From top to bottom: decreasing turbulence strength. In each panel, symbols
indicate the Taylor wavenumber kλ and the last spectrum is plotted with a bold line. In the
middle and right columns the dotted line marks the wavenumbers at which max(t±NL) = texp.
As a rule, the spectra decrease as time/distance increases.
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3.1. Spectral evolution
In Figure 3 we plot the evolution with time of the total energy spectra, ρET =
ρ(E+ +E−), compensated by k−5/3 for all the simulations listed in table 1. The
density, ρ, is equal to 1 in the homogeneous runs while it decreases as 1/R2 in
expanding runs (we remind that in expanding runs the distance increases linearly
with time, R/R0 = 1 + expt, so as a rule time increases from top to bottom in
each panel).
Consider first the group of strong turbulence runs, AH,E0,E1 with χ = 5/4,
that are plotted in the top row. In the homogenous case (left panel), the energy
decreases slowly and the spectra have an extended inertial range with slope −5/3
at all times. When introducing expansion (middle panel), the spectra shift to
lower k with increasing time due to the stretching of the perpendicular direction,
but still maintain a large inertial range with slope k−5/3 at all times. Finally,
when expansion is combined with an initial maximal cross helicity (z− = 0, right
panel), the turbulence cascade is slowed down and the spectra are steeper, possi-
bly having reached an asymptotic slope at late times. In the middle and central
panels (expanding runs), the dotted line marks the boundary of equal expansion
and nonlinear timescales, with the nonlinear time computed as tNL(k) = 1/kδuk.
On the right of this line tNL(k) < texp, and the dynamics should be dominated
by turbulence. It is in these intervals that power-law spectra develop.
The situation is not very different for intermediate turbulence strength, χ =
1/2, plotted in the middle row (runs BH,E0,E1), although the spectra are a bit
noisier now. With reference to the central panel (BE0), one can see that the
spectra are noisy only at late times, probably because the damping of fluctua-
tions has led to an actual strength that is much smaller than one, but on average
they maintain a −5/3 slope.
Finally, for the weak turbulence runs, CH,E0,E1 with χ = 1/10, the spectra
are generally noisy already in the homogenous case (run CH). The expansion
effect is more dramatic, with spectra that are steeper than k−5/3 (run CE0), and
becomes catastrophic when expansion is combined to the initial maximal cross
helicity (run CE1), turbulence is not able to develop at all in this case. Note that
in run CH we do not recover the signature of weak turbulence, a k
−2 spectrum,
that appears instead in the multishell model when a forcing is applied on a large
interval of parallel scales (Verdini and Grappin, 2012).
To summarize, in all runs with initial vanishing cross helicity a power-law
index close to −5/3 is found (the actual value is −1.7), although in expanding
runs (BE0, CE0) the spectrum becomes noisy at late times (large distances),
possibly because of the decrease of turbulence strength. When the initial cross-
helicity is 1, for strong and intermediate turbulence, an inertial range still forms
but with a steep slope (runs AE1, BE1). Instead for weak turbulence, a spectrum
is not able to develop (run CE1). The Taylor wavenumber, kλ, is indicated with
an asterisk on each spectrum and seems to track quite well the middle of the
inertial range, encouraging the use of QλK41 to estimate the heating.
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Figure 4. Heating as a function of time (for homogeneous runs, left column) or distance
(for expanding runs with σc = 0, 1, central and right columns, respectively), for runs listed in
Table. 1. From top to bottom: decreasing turbulence strength. In each panel, the actual heating
rate Qν is in bold. The normalized large-scale estimate Q0K41/2 is plotted with a dashed line.
The normalized Taylor-scale estimate QλK41/12 is plotted with symbols (diamonds). The grey
shaded area represents the inertial range estimate QK41/12 evaluated between k
λ/8 and 2kλ.
Note the right column vertical range is different from other panels, and actual heating in the
bottom right panel is multiplied by 20.
3.2. Heating rate
In Figure 4 we plot the true heating, Qν (bold solid line), and heating estimates
for all homogeneous and expanding runs, following the same ordering as in Fig-
ure 3. Note that we used a specific vertical range in the third column (expanding
runs with σc = 1), and that the true heating, Qν , in the bottom right panel is
multiplied by a factor 20.
We used different normalizations for the inertial range and large-scale heating
estimates: QK41/12 and Q
0
K41/2, respectively. The normalization of QK41 is
chosen as a best fit of the inertial range estimate to the true heating, the second
derives from Equation 5. The inertial range estimate (QK41/12) is displayed in
several forms: the Taylor scale estimate, QλK41/12, is plotted with diamonds,
while heating estimates, QK41/12 ,evaluated at wavenumbers between kλ/8 and
2kλ is displayed by the grey area. Note that the width of the grey area provides
a measure of the inaccuracy of the method when the spectra do not have a −5/3
slope. The large-scale estimate, Q0K41/2, is plotted with a dashed line.
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By comparing the bold line and the symbols (diamonds), one sees that for
all runs QλK41/12 is an excellent predictor of the true dissipation, Qν , as soon
as the cascade is fully developed: this happens at times/distances depending on
the initial parameters and never for run CE1 (initial cross helicity unity), as
expected (recall that the true heating is multiplied by a factor 20 in this panel).
Note that the cascade onset is simply defined by the time/distance at which
true dissipation reaches its maximum: this occurs at particularly large distances
in runs with large cross-helicity (right column), but still the agreement between
QλK41/12 and Qν is good. Note however that no match is found in the last run
CE1 (right column, bottom panel), for which the maximum dissipation distance
is clearly not reached.
The normalized large-scale estimate, Q0k41/2, does also a reasonably good job,
with estimates being within a factor 2 to the actual dissipation, Qν , for all runs,
except again for run CE1, as expected.
4. Multishell simulations of the accelerating region
We now consider multishell simulations in the accelerating region, whose param-
eters are listed in table 2. The bottom boundary is within the chromosphere,
at R0 =1.005 R. In run A, we inject Alfve´nic fluctuations with an amplitude
δzrms+ = 15 km s
−1, a correlation time of T ∗ = 600 s, and with the largest forcing
perpendicular scale corresponding to the supergranulation scale (Linj⊥0 = 34 Mm,
recall that injection is on three consecutive shells). The turbulence strength
for the reflected fluctuations is χ−0 = T
∗/t−NL0 = 1.6 > 1, and it is also ap-
proximately the same for the outward propagating fluctuation, χ+0 , since the
strong reflection in the whole chromosphere and at the transition region causes
δzrms− . δzrms+ (and as well δurms  δbrms) at the bottom boundary. In runs B,
C, and D we increase the strength parameter, χ−0 , by either increasing the cor-
relation time, T∗, doubling the amplitudes, δzrms+ , or decreasing the correlation
length of the forcing, Linj⊥0 , respectively.
4.1. Spectral evolution
Let us first analyze the spectral evolution with height. Figure 5 shows time-
averaged energy spectra at increasing distances from the Sun: the top panels
show the ρE+ spectra, the bottom panels show the ρE− spectra, both compen-
sated by a k−5/3 scaling. Spectra at a given position are averaged over about 20
crossing time 2 of the outward propagating fluctuation, t+cross ∼ 5.000 s, after 20
crossing times are elapsed (i.e. in the interval t ∈ [100.000, 200.000] s). In each
panel, style indicates the altitude: thick solid lines for coronal heights below the
maximum of the Alfve´n speed, and thin solid lines for heights above ∼ 3 R.
The specific positions are R = [1.03, 1.11, 1.38, 2.73, 4.53, 6.33, 8.13, 9.20] R,
as indicated by arrows in Figure 2a.
2Such a long time is necessary to achieve the relaxation of the reflected fluctuations, z−, that
have a much longer crossing time than z+.
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Table 2. Runs for coronal holes: δzrms+ is the rms am-
plitude of Alfve´n waves injected at the surface in 3
consecutive shells, Linj⊥0 is the largest perpendicular scale
of the injected waves, and T ∗ their correlation time.
Secondary parameters are the nonlinear time for z−,
t−NL0 = L⊥0/(2piδz
rms
+ ), and the turbulent strength of z
−
at the bottom boundary, χ−0 = T
∗/t−NL0. Note that the
time-averaged rms amplitudes at the bottom boundary
are very similar for both species, δzrms− . δzrms+ and so
the turbulent strength, χ+0 = T
∗/t−NL0 ' χ−0 .
Run T ∗ δzrms+ L
inj
⊥0 t
−
NL0 χ
−
0 ∼ χ+0
s km s−1 103 km s
A 600 15 34 383 1.6
B 6000 15 34 383 16
C 600 30 34 191 3.1
D 600 15 3.4 38.3 16
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Figure 5. Coronal runs A, B, C, D: energy spectra , compensated by k−5/3, ρE+(k) (top
panels) and ρE−(k) (bottom panels). Crosses: Taylor wavenumber kλ. The eight spectra shown
have decreasing amplitudes at increasing distances from low to high corona (from 1.03 to 10R,
see arrows in Figure 2a). Thick and thin lines correspond respectively to coronal heights below
and above the maxima of the Alfve´n speed.
Run A is the reference run, with B having a larger correlation time, C a larger
wave amplitude, and D a smaller perpendicular scale (see Table 2). All runs show
some (complete or not) relaxation towards a −5/3 spectral slope, with irregular
spectra in the low corona. There (except for run D) excitation is concentrated
on very large scales and as the height increases spectra pass progressively from
being steep to having a k−5/3 scaling. As a rule, the cross helicity (or dominance
of the E+ energy) is concentrated on the largest scales, which explains the slow
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Figure 6. Coronal runs A, B, C, D. Top panels: rms amplitudes of the incident (δz+, solid
lines) and reflected (δz−, dotted lines) for runs listed in Table. 2. Bottom panels: heating vs
distance; in each panel, the actual heating rate Qν is in bold. The inertial-range estimates and
large-scale estimates are normalized, see Equation 5, and plotted with symbols (diamonds),
QλK41/12, and with a dashed line, Q
0
K41/2, respectively. The grey shaded area represents the
inertial range estimate QK41/12 evaluated between k
λ/8 and 2kλ.
evolution of these scales. A last (expected) property is the larger inertial range
of the dominated E− spectrum, due to the smaller nonlinear time of the z− field.
Independently of the parameters at injection, we find nice plateaux in the
corona layers above 2.7 R, indicating that a scaling close to Kolmogorov holds.
The position of the Taylor wavenumber lies in the middle of the plateaux, sug-
gesting that the Taylor scale estimate, QλK41, is a good proxy for the dissipation
rate. However, at low-corona heights, the Taylor wavenumber is located in the
tails, so we do not expect a good performance of Q0K41 because of the varying
slopes at high wavenumbers, if any power-law scaling can be measured.
4.2. Profiles of z±
Varying the injection parameters modifies in a clear way the rms amplitudes
of the Elsasser fields. In the top panels of Figure 6 we plot the time-averaged
rms amplitudes, δz±, as a function of distance (solid lines for incident waves,
and dotted lines for reflected waves). We compare in turn runs B, C, D with
run A. Run B has a correlation time ten times larger than run A: as a result,
z+ is increased by a factor 1.5, and z− by a factor 3. Run C has the incident
amplitude twice as large as that of run A, which approximately leads to the
same factor 2 for the profiles of both z+ and z− in the corona. Run D has the
surface perpendicular scale ten times smaller than that of run A: this leads to an
almost unchanged z+ coronal amplitude, but to a smaller z− amplitude. Note
that only A and D have reasonable coronal amplitudes of z+ (i.e., smaller than
400 km/s).
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4.3. Heating
The true heating is shown in the bottom panels of Figure 6 with thick solid
lines. The large-scale estimate, Q0K41/2, is shown with a dashed line, the inertial-
range estimate at Taylor scale, QλK41/12, with diamonds, and the gray area is
the inertial range estimate at wavenumbers between kλ/8 and 2kλ.
The four runs have large-scale heating curves, Q0k41/2, of similar functional
forms, with runs B, C, D showing larger levels than run A by a factor close to
10. This is indeed what is expected when increasing the correlation time, the
incident amplitude, and decreasing the perpendicular scale.
In contrast, when examining the true heating rate, the correlation with the
boundary conditions parameters is weak. For instance, runs A and B have quasi-
identical heating curves: heating is insensitive to the correlation time, although
the wave amplitudes are. The Taylor estimate, QλK41/12, is a remarkable pre-
dictor of the true heating, even in the low corona, although the dispersion of
the inertial range estimate in the interval [kλ/8, 2kλ] is large there, especially in
runs A-C.
The large-scale estimate of the heating appears to be a poor method in the
present case of the accelerating region: it is clear that no constant normalization
can be found, thus invalidating the use of such an estimate in the accelerating
region and, more generally, in a turbulence driven solar wind model.
This is partially in contrast with the cases in the previous section. Indeed,
we showed that a simple normalization could be found to provide a good large-
scale predictor in the two series: homogeneous and expanding turbulence with
zero cross-helicity. However, the third series, expanding turbulence with initial
cross-helicity equal to one, led to large-scale heating estimate in excess of the
the true heating, as here.
So we conclude that the large cross helicity found in the set of simulations
A,B,C,D (Figure 6, top panels) probably explains the difficulty in using the
large-scale heating estimate based on rms amplitudes. Indeed, rms amplitudes
are heavily based on the large-scale part of the turbulent spectrum. Coming back
to the spectral evolution shown in Figure 5, we see that the cross-helicity (or,
equivalently, the dominance of the E+ spectrum) is largest at the large scales,
so imposing for them a particularly slow relaxation. It is clear that in these
conditions a heating estimate based on rms (or large scale) wave amplitudes will
not be appropriate.
5. Conclusion
Let us summarize our results. First consider the inertial range estimate of heat-
ing. The measurements of the ratio QλK41/Qν in multishell simulations, either of
homogeneous turbulence or of expanding wind turbulence, all give remarkably
stable results with a ratio 12, close to the value 10 obtained recently via direct 3D
MHD simulations in the expanding wind, in the range [0.2, 1] AU (Montagud-
Camps, Grappin, and Verdini, 2018). This holds for all the parameters studied,
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except for the case of weak turbulence with large initial cross helicity and expan-
sion. As mentioned in the introduction, the ratio QλK41/Q ∼ 10 has also been
found for slow/cold winds at 1 AU in which the spectral slope is −5/3, with Q
being estimated with an empirical relation (Vasquez et al., 2007).
The good agreement between multishell results and other independent mea-
surements gives confidence in the predictions of the multishell model in other
cases, as that of the wind acceleration range considered in this paper, where no
direct measurements of heating are available. In the latter region, we found that
the multishell result is again QλK41/Qν ' 12.
Now consider our main aim, namely the evaluation of the large-scale heating
estimate, Q0K41, used in incompressible turbulence driven solar wind models. In
this case, the results (i.e., those in the coronal hole case reported in section 4)
are much less favorable than those for the inertial range estimate for several
reasons.
First, convergence with increasing heliocentric distance of Q0K41/Qν to an
asymptotic value is very slow, except for one of the four cases (run C) considered,
so it is clear that fixing the ratio to a constant would lead to a poor represen-
tation of heating. Second, the asymptotic value of Q0K41/Qν depends strongly
on the boundary parameters (correlation time, amplitude, perpendicular scale):
Figure 6 shows that the asymptotic ratio Q0K41/2 to Qν varies from 2 to 10,
thus the ratio Q0K41/Qν varies from 4 to 20. Last, such a range of values (from 4
to 20) shows that the large-scale heating formula used systematically in the in-
compressible turbulence driven solar wind models is largely overestimated. Such
a flaw further weakens turbulence-driven models that already require elevated
values at the boundary conditions (amplitudes and correlation time) to obtain
realistic solar winds profiles.
Our conclusion is thus that accelerating the solar wind via incompressible
turbulence is more difficult than generally thought, as already pointed out by
(van Ballegooijen and Asgari-Targhi, 2016, 2017).
Recently, it has been found that combining compressible and incompressible
turbulence (the latter being modeled by a large scale Kolmogorov-like term as
Q0K41 with an efficiency cd = 0.1) much increases the incompressible heating
(Shoda, Yokoyama, and Suzuki, 2018). This is due to the increased amplitude
of reflected waves that is caused by density fluctuations (van Ballegooijen and
Asgari-Targhi, 2017) and parametric decay (Del Zanna et al., 2015; Shoda and
Yokoyama, 2016; Shoda, Yokoyama, and Suzuki, 2018). However, the present
results indicate that the large-scale estimate is far from being a robust measure
of heating, while the Taylor scale (or more generally an inertial range) estimate
is by far preferable.
An interesting way to progress would be to use a compressible 1D solar wind
model as Shoda, Yokoyama, and Suzuki (2018), but replacing the large-scale
Kolmogorov-like heating term, Q0K41, by a more detailed description of the
perpendicular cascade as done here via the multishell model.
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